Niels Sluiman and The Jonah’s Wine Team
continue the drive for excellence and add some more accolades
for Jonah’s award winning wine list in 2018 !

Niels and his team came back to the Northern Beaches Peninsula with the Hall of Fame, Best Listing
of Australian Wines, Best NSW Selection.
In recent years Jonah’s Restaurant and Boutique Hotel have come to be known as one of the most
influential establishments amongst the hospitality world not only for its incredible location, fine
dining restaurant and high standard rooms but also for their incredible wine list.
We are extremely proud to be part of the prestigious and highest group of three glasses rating since
8 consecutive years.
The Australian Wine List of the year Award was established 25 years ago to bring to light and
recognise the endless and endearing work and talent of the Australian wine industry. Now the
premier national awards for wine lists, these prestigious awards have been instrumental in
significantly lifting the standard of Australia’s Wine Lists over the last two decades.

This year Jonah’s was out of the running for Wine List of the Year as they had already won it in 2017
and you are not allowed to win it a second time. For the success of 2017 Jonah’s was inducted in the
Hall of Fame for two categories, Wine List of the Year and Best Hotel Wine list in Australia. Jonah’s is
the first and only Hotel to win Best Hotel Wine List and make it into the Hall of Fame for this
category.
Continuing the testament of an outstanding wine list is shown by the two new categories Jonah’s
claimed success in. First was the best representation of NSW Wines on a Wine list, which is awarded
to the wine list which is able to provide not only a wide variety of NSW wines but also the depth in
quality of these to highlight hidden gems which deserve to be showcased and enjoyed by all those
willing to take on the advice of the experts who continue to delight and surprise us on our journey
through all areas of NSW whilst remaining in the comfort of our cushioned chairs.
The second Award was best representation of Australian Wine on a Wine List in Australia. A
wonderful result for the effort made by Niels and the team to claim this honour amongst extremely
strong and fierce competition.
A true cherry on top of the cake occasion.
Niels says: “Australia is home of incredibly fine restaurateurs who enhance diners experience at their restaurants!

Here at Jonah’s, we look for the perfect wine to pair with one of Matteo’s signature dishes, or encouraging customers to try
something a little more unusual.
We are constantly striving for excellence with the diverse range of wines that we have on offer.
Our list offers a combination of both Classic and unexpected, a beautiful melting pot to please every palate.
2018 is an extraordinary year for Jonah’s Wine List and carries the wine passion even further.
It is again a real honour to receive all those highly regarded awards!”

